CLASS REQUIREMENTS
Class: Layer By Layer
Dates: Sunday April 8, 2018
Times: 9am – 5pm
Tutor: Gloria Loughman

Materials cost: pay direct to tutor $25: includes 1 metre of non- iron Tear-away, 1 metre of freezer
paper, 1 metre of Steam-A-Seam 2 Lite 24 inches wide. Please have the exact amount in an envelope with
your name on it.
You must bring along the following:
□ Pen, pencil, eraser, sticky tape, black medium felt tipped marker (eg Sharpie)
□ Pins
□ Nylon thread: Wonder Invisible Thread or MonoPoly recommended
□ Neutral coloured thread to blend with background fabrics
□ Threads to match colours of surface appliqué
□ Machine needles size 60 and topstitch needles size 80
□ Fabric scissors, paper scissors
□ Quick Unpick or seam ripper
□ Rotary cutter, quilting ruler and small cutting board
Fabrics
□ Bring a range of fabrics that have a variation in pattern and value. A suggestion is to choose two
or three colours that work well together and then select fabrics making sure you include some
lights, mediums and darks.
Another starting place is to choose a fabric you like then add other fabrics that blend with this.
□ Remember you need at least one highlight fabric – something that will stand out and provide some
contrast. The tutor will have hand-dyed fabrics available so you will not be left short. A few fat
quarters or quarter yards plus some smaller pieces will be fine.
□ Only if you are a very fast worker: 50cm by 70cm batting and backing fabric

If you need any more information please email Gloria at loughman@iinet.net.au
Requirements to complete the project (at home):
Fabric for borders, batting and backing fabric
Sewing machines will be provided by sponsor companies so you don’t need to bring your own. A
technical assistant from that company will be available to assist any students who are unfamiliar with
that machine. If you prefer to bring your own sewing machine, you may, but please ensure it
is well maintained and that you bring the instruction manual, tools and accessories.
Suggestions: Please make sure you label everything with your name.
 We also recommend bringing a cushion in case your chair doesn’t suit your height
 A water bottle helps you stay hydrated
 Don’t forget to bring your glasses

